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I(eyboan:ds and
Syrrthesizers

Although some of the greatest classical
music was written on a keyboard instru-
ment, many composers turned to the or-
chestra or other mediums to realize the
freedom of expression, pitch and tonal
color he heard in his mind. lt wasn't until
the 20th Century and the advent of elec-
tricity that the keyboardist was able to
expand beyond the con{ines of piano, harp-
sichord and pipe organ. The first natural
step was to ampliiy a sound which was
generated physically, such as a piano
hammer striking a string or tuned piece of
metal. The vibrations are then transmitted
to an amplifier through pickups verv qim-

ilar to those found in electric guitars. This
type of instrument is known as ELECTRO-
MECHANICAT - the sound is generated
mechanically and processed electronically.
The Hohner Clavinet and the Wurlitzer 200
are examples of modern day electro-
mechanical instruments and feature touch
sensitivity with regard to volume due to the
type of mechanism used.

Electronic pianos, on the other hand,
create their sound totally through electron-
ic circuitry and the key is usually nothing
more than a glorified switch. These units,
as well as string machines, borrow from
electronic organ technology where an ultra-
high frequency is generated for each of the
12 notes within an octave and divided
down to produce the pitches for the
octaves below. Fixed filtering and other
effects such as sustain decay are added to
create the desired effects. As touch sensi-
tive electronic keyboard mechanisms can
be expensive, many low priced units in this
category do not ofter touch response.

The last decade has seen a quantum
leap in electronic technology and with it
the birth of the synthesizer. The basic con-
cept involved in synthesis is to control the
pitch, the timbre and the amplitude. While
diSital synthesi,,eri are still on the drawing
board or in the high dollar area, a wealth
of analog synthesizers are available in an
affordable price range, some with digital
programmers. These analog units work on
the principal of voltage control. A control-
ler, such as a keyboard, supplies a CON-
TROL VOTTACE (CV) which drives a VOL-
TACE CONTROT-LED OSCTLTATOR (VCO)
to the desired pitch. Other controllers such
as sequencerc, guitars and drums can be
used to trigger a synthesizer providing the
proper interface is used. Standard voltage

- pitch ratio is one volt per octave. Most
VCOS put out sawtooth and square waves
which have characteristic harmonic struc-
tures. FILTIRS allow processing of these
raw waveforms to alter the harmonic
content to a certain degree. A LOW PAS5
FILTER allows only the sounds below the
cut-off frequency to be heard. ln other

words, it attenuates the high overtones and
allows only the lower, mellower harmonlc<
to pass. A HIGH PASS FILTER does the op-
posite and allows only the sounds above
the cut off frequency to be heard, making
the sound appear thinner. A BAND PASS
Fll-TER combines low and high pass to pass
only the sounds between high and low cut-
off points, or only the sounds within a cer-
tain {requency BAND. This type of filter

can be invaluable in simulating the ha.-
monic structures of existing instruments. A
RESONANT FIITER allows the cut-off fre,
quency to be emphasized, imparting fur
ther overtones. Most funky synthesizer
sounds involve a degree of resonance. Too
much emphasis or resonance can force the
filter into oscillation of a pure sine wave at
the pitch of the cut-off frequency.
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The control voltage from the keyboard
.an control a VOLTACI CONTROLLED
FITTER (VCFI. lf the filter is in oscillation,
ihe keyboard can "play" the filter. Voltage
control allows the cut-off frequency to be
:aised and lowered corresponding to the
CV Lrsed to control the pitches of the
VCOS from the keyboard. The unique ad-
\antage of voltage control is the ability to
change sound over time automatically.
ENVETC /E CTNERATORS can inlluence a
change in control voltage automatically,
lelling the filter how long to take to reach
ts full cut-oif frequency and if and how
lhe CF will change after the initial level is

reached.
Common envelope parameters include

Attack, Decay, Sustain and Release
(ADSR). The controller being used supplies
gate and trigger information which tells the
EGs when a new key is depressed and how
long it is held. The voltage controlled
resonant filter, influenced either by
keyboard CV or envelope, is responsible for
creating most "standard" synthesizer
sounds.

Jusl d> lhe VCF changes the hdrmonics
of tone over time, a VOLTACE CONTROL-
LED AMPLIFItR (vCA) can be influenced
by gate, trigger and envelopes to change
the amplitude or volume over time.
Envelope functions allow the player to
determine how long the sound will take to

reach full volume and if and how it will
5uslain, both before and afler lhe kcy r(
released.

lf an oscillalor rs iorced inlo sub-music
pitch ranges, it can be used a5 a source of
MODUTATION instead of a signal source.
Some units have tow FREQUTNCY OSCIL-
LATORS (ttos) for this function alone. The
waveform of the LFO determines the effect
(vibrato, trill, etc.) and the pitch of the
LFo corresponds to the speed of the effect.
Other sources, such as noise, can modulate
the signal as well.

An important concept to understand is
that most synthesizers require at least one
oscillator for every note simultaneously
playable on the keyboard. Monophonic
unit( put oul one (ontrol voltage, allowrng
only one key at a time to incur a response.
You could have a million VCOs, but if one
CV is supplied, they'd all play in proportion
to each other and still only allow one key
at a time to react. Several duophonic units
are available (two-note response). Anything
above two-note response can be safely
classified as polyphonic. lf the same basic
technology is used, a sophisticated key-
board needs to be employed to scan tor
key depressions and assign X-number of
VCOS to the keys in one order or another.
This works great but can get costly
because vou need a VCO for each simul-
taneous kev deoression. (This includes sus-

taining notes as well.) The answer to the
cost problem is to borrow the high
frequency division technique from organ
technology and cross-breed it with voltage
controlled components beyond the
oscillator staee. This allows as many notes
to be played simultaneously as there are
on the keyboard. Since this does not
employ the assignment or gliding of VCOS,
certain synthesizer effects such as porta-
mento are not possible. (Portamento, or
glide, refers to a gradual change in control
voltage from one key to the next instead of
going directly to the new voltage.) The
ability to play as many notes as you
want simultaneously may make up for this,
bLrt that's where personal preference comes
in.

None of these instruments offer every
single teature and sound possible, althor.rgh
many come close. All of these units are of
hrgh quality lor the dolldr. Your decrqion
should be dependent on your music, your
needs, and your playing style.
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Iflonolrhonic & I)rrophorric
Syrrthesizers

Arp Axxe (monophonic) This unit,s
single VCO can produce sawtooth and
variable rectangular waves sjmultan-
eously. The LfO can also produce those
simultaneous waveforms for uniorre
modulation effects. Arp s linear rontrol
sliders provrde excellent mixrne and
routing of functions. The ADSi
envelope can be routed to influence the
VCOs'frequency and pulse width rn
addition to normal LFO, sample/hold
and kevboard control of osciilators and
tilter. Noise is available at the audio
mixer section for atonal effe(ts poroor_
tional Pirch Control (ppc) rounds our
performance capabilities with 3 touch
sensitive pads - pitch bend down, vib.
rato and pitch bend up. Rear oanel
jacks allow the A\\e to be used with
compatable Arp products.
#30ARAX $525.00
shipping weight 43 lbs.

Korg A.i-20 (monophonic) The bie bro_
ther in the MS series utili/es two VCOs
rndependent of each other in prtch.
volume and waveform. A second en-
velope has been added along with a
voltage controlled high pass filter. Full
potential is realized via front panel
patching to sample/hold, white and
pink noise. voltage controlled clock and
every other function in the instrument.
The programmable control wheel is
supplemented by an assignable
momentary contact switch. The External
Signal Processor lESP) incorporates a
trequency-to-voltage converter and
allows a microphone, guitar or other
input to control the rvnthesi./er,s pitcn
and other functions. The inexpensive
answer to total versatility!
#30Ko20 $595.00
shipping weight 36 lbs.

Micro-Moog (monophonic) The Micro,s
temperature regulated VCO provides for
unique waveshape control with a rotary
attenuator which mixes from sawtooth
through square and variable rectangular
waveforms. ln addition, a sine wave can
be mixed in I or 2 octaves below the
full range oscillator,s pitch. pink noise
can be used as a sound source or a
modulation. Performance oriented fea-
tures include a pitch ribbon {t6 whole
steps] immediately to the left of the
modulation wheel. The wheel is pro-
grammable for vibrato, trills, sample/
hold, filter sweep, waveshape sweeo
and much more. A full compliment of
rear panel jacks offer total access to
internal functions.
#30MOMC

shipping weight 32 lbs.

$572.00

Multi-Moog (monophonicJ The Multi in-
corporates all the features of the Micro-
Moog, adding a second VCO tunable
a 5 whole steps with its own varjable
waveshape control and a forty-1qr|. ..t.
force-sensitive keyboard. Force sensing
can be programmed for prtch bend,
vibrato, lrllls, sample hold filter cut-off,
oscillator svnch and most other
lunctions dvdilable to the modulalron
wheel. Additional onloff performance
switches have been included alone with
fully comprehensive system interface
points for maximum flexibility. The
Multi-Moog goes a long way toward
creating a multi-oscillator texture with
that "fat" Moog sound.
#30MOMt-

shipping weight 43 lbs.

Korg MS-lo (monophonic) The new MS_-10 offers most synthesizer basics in an
incredibly small pdckage with a price lo
march The unit's forte is the front
pdnel par(h bay previously found only
on larger.tudio and modular unit5. The
single VCO allows you to choose
between 4 different waveforms and
select -l of 4 octave ranges. The wave_
shape of the modulation generator is
continuously variable and there are
ample provisions for interface with
e\ternal signalq lor audro and modula_
tion use. A control wheel is located to
the left of the keyboard, with function
astignment ar arlable on the patch bay.
A good, inerpensive buildine block for
that future svstem I

5

#30KO10

shipping weight 30 lbs.

#3OAROD

shipping weighl 45 lbs.

$37s.00

Arp Odyssey {duophonic) jone estab-
lished as an excellent studio, edtrca-
tional and live synthesrzer, the Odysesy
now (omes standard with Arp,s ppc_3
touch sensitive pads for pitch bend
down. vibrato and pitch bend uo. Iwo
full range VCOs are svnchable or can
respond to srmultaneous ley depressions
for true duophonic response. Wave_
forms are sawtooth and variable rectan-
gular wjth processing options including
resonant low-pass VCF, high pass filter,
sample, hold. ADSR and AR envelope:
and fing modulation. White and pink
noise can also be used as sound
5ourcec Linear miring sliders are supple
mented by two-way switches and uo_
front pedal fun.tron assignment. provid
ing excellent fle\ibility under any cir-
cumstances. Jacks can be found on the
rear panel for porLamento on otf, filler/
voitage peddl and full system rnterface
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Mini-Moog (monophonic) Considered to
be an industry standard, the Mini-Moog
comes with all new temperature sta-
bilized oscillators. Each of three VCOs
are independent with regard to tuning,
tolume and waveform, and can be used
in the audio or low frequency range. Six
di5tinct waveforms are available on
each oscillator and white or pink noise
can be mixed as a sound or modulation
iource. Control panel angle can be
adiusted by the performer to suit his or
h€r setup. External input, CV out, trigger
oot, filter in, volume in, pitch in, elide
onloff and decay onloff are provided in
the form of front and rear panel jacls.
Patch and modulation wheels, easy
access on/off controls and headphone
output make this quite a p€rformance-
oriented instrumentl
s30MoMN $'t,295.00
shipping weight 45 lbs.

OB-l Lead Synthesizer A user program-
mable monophonic synthesizer with two
VCOs, noise source, resonant low pass

VCF, two ADSR generators and delayable
LFO. Both VCOS feature sawtooth and
variable rectangular waves with sine
waves available one octave lower. Oscil-
lators are synchable and can be cross-
modulated for ring modulation effects.
All rotary control settings can be stored
into an &position memory. Blocks of
eight programs can be dumped onto a
standard cassette through the optional
Oberheim Cassette lnterface, allowing
the player to build up a librarv of per-
sonal patches to be recalled at any
time. A unique left-hand control lever is
multi-purpose lor various pitch bend
and modulation effects. Pedals are op-
tional for filter and volume with addi-
tional jacks for CV inlout, gale inlout
and external.audio in.
#il{X)BBl Call or write for our low dis-

count price.

ARP 26fi) (duophonic) The 2600 might
best be viewed as a portable studio syn-
thesizer for live, educational and
recording use. The front {eatures Arp's
linear slider mixing approach, however
all hard-wired signal routings can be
over-ridden via patch cords and patch
points on dll funclronq. Other features

Oberheim Two Voice (duophonic) This
versatile instrument employs two Syn-
thesizer Expander Modules (SEMs), each
containing a full synthesizer voice from
two full+ange synchable VCOs, a fou'
stage multi-mode VCF, two ADS enve.
Iopes, a VCA and assignable LFO. Con-
trollers include a thirty-seven note
digital keyboard and a quanti/ed Mini-
Sequencer with dual simultaneous eight
stage outputs, VC clock and sample/
hold. The keyboard mode is assignable to
unison for a four oscillator sound from
one key depression or polyphonic for sep-

include three independent VCO5 with
simultaneous waveform outputs, voltage
processors, ring modulation, white and
pink noise, internal reverb and built-in
monitors. A separate keyboard
assembly includes 2-voice memory,
independent LFO, portamento, pitch
knob and a pedal activated transposer.
Outputs are stereo and 4-way multiple,
adding to recording flexibility. Both
sections come with latching cover.
#3oAR26 $2,243.00

shipping weight exceeds UPS size res.
trictions and must be shipped truck or
air freight,

arate triggering of each module.
Additional switching assigns left voice
first, right Voice first or unison. The se-
quencer's dual voltage outputs allow
generation of any two I note sequences
simultaneously or one module can be
controlled by the keyboard while a
sequence is provided by the other.
Keyboard electronics include dual
portamento, two octave transpose switch
and pitch knob with center detent.
Comes in heavy duty vinyl-covered
wood case with cover and handle-
#300BTV Call ol wiite for our low dis-

count plice. ;

!:
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Polyphonic & Polyphonic Strings
Aip Quadra Arp's newest multi layer unit can produce strings,
polyphonic synthesizer, lead synthesizer and bass synthesizei,
all at the same time. lf you're looking for a full sounding kev-
board, this may be everything you need in one keyboard.
Most front panel functions are sliders with LED display for
cofiesponding onloff switch. Sixteen combinations of these 40
onloff functions can be memorized into an on-board program-
mer. Strings produce simultaneous 8, and 4. octaves with AR
generator. 8'and 4'poly synth voices are processed by the
resonant lo\,r' pass VCF and influenced by ADSR, LFO and
filter pedal. The lead voice is programmed from 2 tunable
VCO5 with mutual waveform and pulse width controls. This
section has its own ADSR controls, VCF, vibrato, trills and
two independent portamento time sliders. The tead synthe,
srzer can arpeggiate chordr automalcally up o. up and down
lhe bas< voi, e features 16 and S voices for both eledflc and
strina bass. The entire section can be transposed down an
octave and detuned from the rest of the instrument. The elec-
tric bass has a sub-group volume. These four sectjons and an
external input are brought together in the mixer section and
go to a master gain control for th€ entire instrument. Any or
all of these inputs can be routed through the internal voltage
controlled resonant phase shifter, which can be modulated by
LFO, sample/hold, ADSR or pedal for unique effects. The 5

I
}

Oberh€im Four and tight Voice Syslems This unique modutar
polyphonic system is available as a complete I Voice nstru-
meni or as a 4 Voice mainframe. At the heart of the system
lies a forty-nine note digital keyboard housed in the
mainframe w th 4 Synthesizer Expander Modules (SEMsJ and
a Digital Programmer. A second 4 Voice bank with the nec-
essary keyboard and programmer logic can be purchased
inltially or added laier to expand the sysr€m to its full 8 Vo ce
potential Each of these voices is individuallv controllable o'
.ll .dn be rer for a homog"noL. rerLure On, p .he plaler
finds a patch or series of patches he or she wishes to use, the
programmer can be engaged to store the most critical
portions of the patches on all modules and recall them at any
time. The non volatile memory can store 16 patches and an
interface is supplied for Oberheim's cassette system for
storage of additional block, of 16 programs. Keyboard modes

Ob€rheim OB-X Oberheim's newest polyphon c is desisred as
a totally programmable live performance synthesizer. lt can
be purchased as a complete 8 voice instrument or as a 4 or 6
voice user expandable model. Features include 2 oscillators
per voice, 5 octav€ keyboard noise generator, polyphonic
portamento and sample/hold, dualADSR envelopes and auto
tune, which tunes all the oscillators in the instrument
aLrtomatically. Virtually all front panel settings can be
programmed into the 32 stage, non-volatile rnemory or
recorded directly onto cassette without the need of an inter,
face device Two return to center levers are positioned to the
left of the keyboard for pitch bend (wide or naffow) and
modulation along with 1 octave up or down transpose switch
The filier can track the keyboard, oscillators can be synched
or cross-modulated and voices can be played in unison at the
touch of a button Addltional performance consideration5
include live program editine, a hold switch for freezing any

octave keyboard is touch sensitive for pitch bend or volume/
brilliance. Rear panel features include 4 individual section
outputs, stereo out, high and low mono out (phone and XLR),
voltage pedal jacks for CV to lead VCF cut-off, poly/phasor
and volume, onloff switch jacks for poly sustain, portamento,
hold and pitch flat (% step). Iead synrh has CV inlout, trig-
ger inlout and gate inlout while the bass synth has CV inl
out and gate inlout. This micro-processor controlled mLtlti,
keyboard has many more tricks you have to hear to believel
#3oAReu S3,995.00
shippinS weiSht erceeds UPS limitations and must be shipped
truck or air frei4hl.

include Unison, where one key depression triggers all
modules, Polyphonic and Upper/Lower 5piit, allowins
individualvoices to be assigned to the top ofthe bottom 2 oc-
l3\F< ThF Ra(el Co'1rrnLoLl.' determin", .uC(essr\e
modules are assigned by the keyboard in ascendins numerical
order or if recycling takes place whenever SIM #1 is
available. Master performance controls affect all modules and
include tuninE, 2 octave transpose sw tch, portamento and
filter cut-off with jack for optional foorpedal. The Output
Module lncludes Master Volume, ndividual level and pan
controls for each StM, headphone jack and stereo outputs.
Supplied with latching cover Due to system variables, please
call us for price informat on
#3mBFV Four Voice #300BEV Eieht Voice

note or chord for as long as desired, and outputs for optional
pedals for vibrato, filter, sustain, and program advance
Accldental erasure of stored programs is prevented using an
nternal switch The !nit comes pre-prosrammed trom the

factory for instant 5oundi
t1008BX Call or wrile lor our low discounl price.



Polvmoog Xeyboard The 71 note Poly
(e\board produces its sound basically
:.E same way the more erpensive Poly-
-oog does; howeier. the format has
tre€n rearranged to foudeen Dresets
._d limited variables Preset voices
.clude vox humana, string 1& 2, piano,

:ie.tric and honky-tonk pianos, clav,
-2rpsichord, bass and brass chorus, rock
o.gan, pipe organ and funk. Front panel
.ariables are vibrato speed and depth,
.{lave balancing and attack rate. ln
.gdition to master volume, an indepen-
:ent volume and cut-off frequency
.ontrcls are provided for the separate
: itered bass output on the lower 2
.ctav€s: Moog's unibue pitch ribbon is
ccated direct cente. for easy reach

:.om either hand. Outputs are stereo
:nd filt€red bass with full int€rface for
:-r€ optional Polypedal controller or
'dividual Moog accessory pedals.

=rouoPK '52,595.00
shipping weight exdeedr UPS limitations
.nd musl be shipped truck or air freighl.

: IOMOPPC Ophonal Polypedal
troller S2t(l.fXl

shipping weight 20 lbs.

=3oMols optionai Les Set $110.00
rhipping weight 16 lbs.

Polymoog 71 notes of totally polyphonic synthesizer with
completely variable controls in addition to I factory presets -
slrings, piano, organ, harpsichord, funk, clav, vibes and brass.
The inskument draws its full sound from a sawtooth wave at
8' and 4 levels and variable rectangular wave at 1d and 4
levels. The sawtooth rank can be detuned i6 whole steps as
well for chorLtsinS and polytonal effects. The keyboard is
electronically divided into the bottom 2 and top 4 octaves.
Waveform ranks can be assigned separately or in combination
for each section. The velocity-sensative weighted action is tied
directlv rnto the VCA to produce dynamrr response in some
modes. Once a sound is set up, it can be processed through 4
separate channels: Direct, Mode (through preset filter chip),
Resonant Filter {3-band resonant multimode filter, and VCF.
Each section has its own output in addition to balanced and
unbalanced mix jacks. lt's also ready to accept the optional
Polypedal Controller, allowing foot conkol of volume, pitch
w/range pot, filter, sustain, trigger mode and external synth
in. A 1 vollper-octave signal and trigger are supplied by
monophonic busses unde. the two keyboard sections to allow
lead and bass line hacking. Other features include pitch
ribbon, LED status display, separate LFOS and VCF and pulse
width modulation, independent upper/lower loudness decay,
single/multiple triSAerinB and octave balancing
#3oMoPM $3,425.00

Roland R5-505 This forty-nine note
machine generates strings, polyphonic
synthesizer and.bass voices simul-
taneouslv. S and 4'octaves can be
s6lectively assigned io the upper and
lower 2 octave sections of the kevboard
for both strings and poly synth Upper
and lower strinss each have balance
controls 8'14'volume ratio The
resonant low pass VCF can be
modulated by ADSR or LFO and shares
final release time with the strings'AR
generator The bass section can create
contra-bass, iuba and cello with separ
ate AR and volume for the section. All
sections can be processed through the
l-position ensemble effect Oiher
features inclLlde manual and automatic
pitch shift and rear panel connections
for pitch, filter, sustain, trisser inlout,
external input, mono out, stereo out

#3oRo50s $1,356.00
shippins weishr 31 lbs.

Arp Qua{et Silky strinss, fat brass, pop
organ and percussive piano are jusi a
fes, of ihe wlde ranse of polyphonic
effects vou can creaie on the new

Quartet Four nd€pendent sections
strings, brass, piano and organ can
be played separately or in combrnation
Celeste, honky tonk piano, harpsichord,
brass, delayed vjbrato. trumpets. trom-
bones, cellos and more can be set up in
seconds using the Quartett unique
comblnation of preset and variable
controls with LED status indlcators
Sustain footswitch, music rack and
audio cable a.e included for inetant
operation Outp!ts are supplied for high
and low sianals This four octave key-
board it blrilt with the quality Arp is
fanrous for, so if you've been waiiins
for an orch€stra at your tingertips with
an eye on th€ dollar, Arp Quartet ls the

#3oAnQr $780.00
shipping weighl 25 lbs.

Rotand RS-t)g A brand new instrument
capable of aeneratinc polyphonic strings
and electronic organ simulianeouslV
from a fody-four note keyboard. The
organ section features sliders tor 8', 4',
2'and 1'voice mixing and a dual
position tone control The string section
offers 8' and 4' octaves with attack time
variabl€ Both sections car be process€d
through the 2-siage internal entemble
effect and share a release slider. Other
front panel features include tuning, tone
control, delayed vibrato with variable
depth and rate, octave transpose switch
and master volume Stereo outputs
along with direct orean output for a
Lesli€ are supplled on the rear panel,
plus headphone out, gate out, sustain
onloff and e)(ternal input for ensemble

*3oRde S635.00
shipping weisht 16 lbs.

,.&,
FOR FAST

PERSONAT SERVICE CALL
(301) 340-1480

Arp Omni ll With a proven track record
on the road, Omni ll can produce
several layers of sound from a totally
polyphonic fody nine note keyboard.
The string section, consisting of violins,
violas, cejlos, bass and AR envelope,
can be mixed with polyphonic synthe-
sizer for very full, multi-instrument
sound. The synth section features 8' and
4 pitch levels simultaneously and a
resonant low-pass VCF controlled by
ADSR, LFO andlor external jack. A
provision is made for slowing the inteF
nal phasor from the sirings and use it
for proc€ssing the synth section. A
separate bass voice can be produced
from the bottom hr'',enty keys. All three
tections have separate outputs for max-
imum mixing and processing llexibility.
Allelectronic switching and LED status
lights add to make this a great buy for
the dollar lnterface is piovided for
filter, sustain, volume, trigger out and
upper/lov.€r gate out, along with
external input for direct iiltering.
#3oARoM $1,499.00
shipping weight exceeds UPS limitatioft
and musr be shipped truck or air freisht.

shipping weighl erceeds UPs limitations and murt be shipped
truck or aii frei8ht.

."#f,Ei:,';fi!;,;::tror.r#30MoPPc 
$240'00 dmh'
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Leslie

&20 The new Model 820 contains a spin-
- ^g rotor that projects sound-in-motion
:. a horizontal plane in a 360 degree
:'.1e. Rotor can be operated in three
::erent positions: Fast (Tremololi Slow
l:oralel; or Off. Heart of the system is

= 
-2-inch speaker with a +pound Alnico

-:gnet and a +inch high-temperature
.: ce coil. The 820 is designed for easy
r:tability and comes complete with a
- :ngrade luggage type covering, reces-

=c handles and wheels. All components
:-: ruggedized for shock and vibration.
^:iudes preamp and cable.

=30tt820 $622.00

760 The Model 760 was designed lor
iull-spectrum sound . . . along with high
power output. Single channel inputs are
5eparated into two separate amplifie15
that control the high and low
frequencies. Each rotor system has its
own amplification system, each with its
own gain control. The rotors on the
Model 760 can be operated in three
different positions: Fast (tremolo), Slow
(choralel, or Off. This amazing sound
system is designed for the musician-on-
the-go: ruggedized solid state electron-
ics, black luggage-type vinyl covering,
foldiown side handles and casters for
easy portability. lncludes preamp and
cable.

860 The new Model 860 features two
spinning'rotors, bass and treble, and an
electronic crossover network with indi-
vidual bass and treble amplifiers to pro-
duce an enormous amount of music-
power. The treble rotor contains a high
efficiency Atlas driver. The solidstate 2-
speed motor control has rapid speed-up
and slowdown capability. The 860 also
is stackable, allowing you to build a
"tower of power." A radically new
chamber design reduces overall size and
weight. Complete with hieh-grade
luggage \pe covering, recessed handles,
and ruggedized electronics. lncludes
preamp and cable.

f 30tE860 $868.00

815 The new Model 815 is a high-per-
formance, two channel speaker system.
It features four separate amplifiers
which independently power each of its
four speaker sections. The Rotary
channel has separate amplifiers for the
Rotosonic drum and treble horn that
produce the world famous Leslie
Speaker sound-in-motion. The rotors can
be operated at either a Fast or Slow
speed, or Off for a straight sound. The
Stationary channel has a separate
amplifier to drive three matched 6 x 9
speakers for the midrange and treble
tones. Another amplifier drives a heavy-
duty 15" speaker for the pedal/bass
tones and the lowest range of the key-
boards. The Stationary channel also 

_

may be used to amplify various sound
sources, including synthesizer, electric
or electronic piano, guitar, wind instru-
ments with pickups and other input
through microphones. I ndividual ampli-
fication, and output circuits with special
crossover networks, for each of the two
channels are included to insure that
each tonal range and effect is handled
by the loudspeakers and channel most
able to provide opfimum response. lt is

covered in a high-grade luggage-type
material, the components are

147 Originallv desiened for church and
home use, the 147 has instead become
the most widely used Leslie on the pro-
fessional scene. Power output is 40
watts RMS with the highs produced by
a spinning horn rotor and the low fre-
quencies coming from the bass rotor.
The rotors can be operated in either fast
(tremolo) or slow (choralel. The 147 is

finished in beautiful walnut. lncludes
preamp and cable.

#mLE147 $725.00

Because of the 147's furniture-style ex-
terior, we recommend our accessory

fl3$L;:"- $2s.oo

shipping weight 5 lbs.

ruggedized for shock and vibration, and it
features recessed handles and casters for
easy moving. lncludes preamp and cable.

# 301E815 $1,083.00

All Leslies exceed UPs weight
restrictions and must be shipped truck
or air lreight,#30lE750 $816.00
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I(eyboard Systenrs

Piano Pickups
Helpinslill Model 'flo Recommended for
uprichts and babysrands, this sensor
system clam ps secu rely onto the frame
of any piano in 5 minut€s. The lchannel
passive mi\eroff€rs I rnput tevets aJone
with master volume and tone and
supplies hiand low %,,outpuh Afourth
exvalons sensor is provided for usewith
grands.

#3oHE11o $350.00
shippin8 w€i8ht I lbs.

A ko ava ilable: Helpinstitt Modet 7s
Mounts easrly on any upnphr orano
Three 5enlou attach maenet,cattv ro rhe
halpand are connected toa passive
mixer with master votume a.d tone

#3oHr75 $225.00
shipping weiqhl 5 lbs.

Helpinstill Mod€l 17s Thisdetuxe 6
.hanncl system has one p ctup per chan-
neland lede!igned spec f..lJv fo, con,
certerard p,a 05 Used bv mod rounne
acts.n the iinert of prano\, rhe 175 s

sensors clamp securelyto the piano
frameand comewith a passive mtxerand
carrying case. Makes amplification a
br€€ze under the toughen conditions
and featuresa limited liferime wa.ran ty
#mHE17s $750.00
shipping wei*ht 10lbs.

Ashly SC-44 The Ashly SC-44 keyboard
lnput Processor may be the answer io
your keyboard mixine problems Each of
4 lnpur channels offers input levet, tow
shelvins at l(n Hz, high shelvins at jk
Hr {r 15 dB). sain control and effects
loop Output levels (monol are suppti€d
for siage and PA submasters and master
garn for bnth w,th peak LED The nape
send s processed throueh a l-band
tunable filter,115 dB at 30 Hz io 3m
Hz. 160 Hz t.r 8 k Hz and 750
Hz to 8k The PA send .an be prc o'
post tQ at ihe louch of a button The
SC-44 is rackmountable. tool
#3oAs44 $449.00
shippins weisht 12 lbs.
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Tapco 5000 The 6000 is Tapco,s least
expensive nrixer and offe6 th€ barics
for keyboard mixine. Six rnput channels
each offer treb'e. bass and votume con-
troh. Mast€r output volume conrrol
f€€ds a lixed output and adjustable
level outputwith trim pot Featuing
Tapco Autopad circuirry ihrouehour. tha
6000 is rackmountable

#6ora6o $174.00
,hippins weishr 8 lbs.

Crrstom l(eyboan:d Ampfifrcation
Keyboard System I

$995.00

Our basic system combines a Tapco 6000 mixer, Biamp TC-60 power amp
and an Electro-Voice S -15-3 cabinet to handle a full range of keyboari
sounds I hF mixer offers dual inputj and trehle, bas* and rilump controls
for each of 6 tnput channe[ I he mdster ourput Coer to thc lC 60 bridged
mono to deliver a total of 120 watts of clean power. The S 1!3 is a thie_e-
wa,y syslem composed of an tVM t5B d ventpd midrange dnver and a
5T350A high frequen(y tweeter wrth pas\Ne.ro\5ovprs at bt[ Hz and
4,000 Hz The cabiner is madc trom ,a " olvwood wirh a lumrnum edgrng,
steel grill, and hdndler Power handl'ng capabilit) r, 100 warrs 

"wir-h

cabinet dtmensrons mearuring onlv 2q \ 24 I 8 v 1l t3 16 Sysrpm
comes completewith cable pack.
Syrlem Breakdolur

Keyboard System ll

$1,217.m

and treble/bass EQ on 6 input channels. The Biamp TC-120 is bridged-
mono into 8 ohms for a full undistorted 225 watts of power_ EVt new s
1&3 three-way cabinet features the EVM 188 woofer for smooth response
down to 40 Hz, a vented midrange driver and a ST350A tweeter, crossing
over at 600 and 4,0m Hz. The %" pl\,,,ood cabinet is covered with vinyl
vinyl with aluminum trim nnd equipped with handles and wheels. Djmen,
sions are 35" x 28" x 19 3/8'. System response is 40 Hz to 16 K Hz and can
handle 200 watts. Cable package included.

#60TA60 Tapco 6000
#608160 BiampTC-6O
#60ttS53 Electro-Voice 515-3
Total Regular Price

System Breakdo*n
f60TA60 Tapco 6mO
#608llm BiampTC-120
#60E1583 Electrevoice S1&3
Total Regular Price

s249.m
$445.m
s750.00

$1,444.00

$249.00
s565.00
$925.00

$r,739.m
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I('eyboards
Hohner Pianet The perfect portable
<er board for a basic electric piano sound
at the right price. The 5 octave
kevboard has a very solid feel and
o,rick response and makes for an ex
cellent keyboard when you're sitting in

a hotel and your equipment is on-stage or
buried in the depths of a vanl Made by
the manufacturers of the famous
Clavinet, this in5trument uses
mechanical action to strike tuned need5
ior the mellow electric piano sound.

-'3oHoPr $439.00

shipping weight 38 lbs.

Wurlitzer 200 A long time veteran of
the stage, studio, school and home, this
, ^mp,r, I p.,rldble Lrnrr hd( d 5 o.tave
ctlnamic keyboard using piano type
action striking tuned metal reeds. The
200 comes with self-contained practice
amp and speakers, jacks for headphone
and pre-amp outputs, vibrato, screw-on
leg< and mucrr racl and sustain pedal
Built bv a lcadrne piano manufdrturpr.

s30wu20 $599.00

shipping weight exceeds UPS limitations
and must be shipped truck or air freight.Roland MP-600 This electronic instru-

-:': can create and mix three separate
: : r phonic sounds: soft piano, bright

.-o and clarithord A {ront panel b-
' -.1 g'aphit equalizer alters frequen
: :12 dB at 100 Hz, 300 Hz, 600 Hz,

- lk, 2.5k and 5k. Decay time is

.a'iable and a jack is provided for a

-o(esponding damper-type momentary
ontact switch. The keyboard has 64

-,-ac $,rth weightFd aclion (imulaling
:-ue piano response. The unit can be
:rned to other instruments and features
-rain and headphone output jacks.

=3onoao $956.00

shipping weight exceeds UPS limitations
and must be shipped truck or air freight.

Hohner Clavinet D{ The Real thing!
Used by most professionals around the
world, this intrument is a modern day
descendant of the clavrchord and fea-
trrreq a 5 oclave ke\ board \arth d\,namic
response using real strings and electro
mechanical action. Several tone
switches can be combined to create
sounds identical to those on the biggest
hit records. Comes with built-in mute,
screw'on legs and latching lid with leg
compartment.

#30HoD6 $792.00

shipping weight exceeds UPS limitations
and must be shipped truck or air freight.
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Special Prodrrcts
360 Syslems/Oberheim cuitar Synthe"
sizer This sytem uses the 360 Slavedriver
to change yoLrr guita/s signal to infor-
mation that will conirol the Oberheim
Synthesizer Expander Module {5[M] A
small pickup mounts near the bridge of
most solid body guitars, sendinc infor
mation to the micro,processor in the
Slavedriver The 360 puts out 4 signak
to be interfaced with the SEM: (1)
Control voltage to guide the pitch of
the VCO5; (2) Envelope voltage tellins
the VCA how loud you play; (31 Trisser
to initiat€ envelope firing; and (41

Amplified Cuitar strings fo. direct fil
tering. The expander module is a com-
plete synthesizer voic€ with 2 full ranse,
synchable VCOS, a multimode filter
(low pass, high pass, band pass and
notch filter), 2 ADS envelope genera
tors, a VCA and assisnable LFO The
module offers total interface capabilities
and can be purchased separately to
expand many existing 1 volt per octave
systems 3m performance features
include a 5-positioh octave switch, foor
switchable preset interual transposing
(5th, ociave, etc ) and sustain foo!
switch jack As 5hown with Anvil flight

#3orsoB $1,349.00

shippins weisht 32 ibs.

Please call or write for addiuonal infor
mation and individual prices.

Oberheim DS-2A A digital sequencer
capable of being interfacdd with Moos,
Arp, or other Oberheim equipment. The
unit feature5 3 forty-ei8ht event memory
banks which can be assigned in variout
combinationt during reco.d and ptay,
back. Thi5 provides for a total possible
sequence leneth of 14 events.
Rhythmic and melodic aspects are
recorded directly from the synthesize/s
CV out and Sate/tri8Ser out and can be
replayed at up to 16 times faster or
slower than load tempo. Note duration

can be from 1/20 of a s€cond to 8
seconds ln addition to original pitch
lev€1, I separate transpose intervals can
be preset and recalled andlor changed
durinB playback Disital readout
displays sequence number and not.
number at all times. Record and play-
back can also be accomplished one
note at a time for insured accuracy. A
valuable accessory for any complete
synthesizer system I Ca Il or write for ou r
lowdiscount pric€.
#300BDS

Moog laurus Eass We can't sive you
that extra hand you sometrmes need,
but we do have the next best thingl
Moogt Taurus pedals offer 1 octave of
organ type bass pedals which controls a
complete 2 oscillator synthesizer voice.
Three factory presets offset the user
preset panel which has linear sliders for
most functions. Easv access foot con-
trols include volume, filter cut-off, Blide
on-off, decay on-off and one octave up.
The unit can be tuned over a 5 octave
range for those extra sounds you need.

#3oMor8 $699.00

shippins weighr 4a lbs.
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